Hayes University Upgrades to Nexus
Hayes Mechanical Inc has long been recognized
as one of the leading installing and servicing
contractors of boilers and burners in the greater
Chicagoland area. They maintain in their
300,000 sq. ft. facility one of the most modern
training and demonstration sights available,
referred to lovingly as Hayes University. Mr.
Richard Goulet, their sales manager, said “We
have always prided ourselves on being able to
show and train our customers on the best and
newest proven technology and Nexus certainly
fulfills that objective”. Rich further stated
“There is really nothing that can compare to
having our customers see first hand the operation
and advantages of the equipment we sell”.
The Nexus system with O2 trim was donated by South Side Control Supply
Co., the local authorized Fireye and Nexus distributor. It was installed under
the supervision of Mr. Bob Pauli of Hayes and final commissioning was
preformed by Fireye factory personnel. This allowed Hayes personnel to be
part of the installation and start-up process from it’s inception. We know that
our people are trained on installing and commissioning of a Nexus system by
having them participate from the beginning, said Mr. Pauli.
Mr. Pauli further said “ We have installed trim systems in the past but none
that performed as well as Nexus”. Bob went on to say “ We were all pleased
and honestly a little surprised by the self learn O2 trim function and how we
are now able to maintain maximum efficiencies throughout the firing range
of the Webster burner”. Bob credits the precise control of the air and gas
supplies provided by Nexus which eliminated the inaccurate control incurred
with the older linkage system with the improved efficiencies.
“Hayes University will continue to be the showcase for the latest technology and we thank all of
those involved with this Nexus installation” said Mr. J. D. Mooney VP of Hayes.
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